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The Pottery in Swansea, based on
West Coast of Britain with excel-
lent trade links with America and

other foreign markets either directly
from its port or via Bristol’s, was estab-
lished in 1764. The Pottery had been op-
erating for fifty years before deciding to
make porcelain with William Billingsley
in 1814. 

Its fortune, along with the other pot-
tery and porcelain factories across
Britain, was tied to the prevailing eco-
nomic and political conditions. The forty
year period between 1775 and 1815 was
a period of significant upheaval, politi-
cally, economically and aesthetically.
This period started with the American Revolution (or War of
Independence, depending on which side you took!) and closed
with the defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo. Britain was at war,
with France, the Netherlands, Spain and what was to become
the United States of America for around thirty years of this pe-
riod; a period of war that was only interrupted by a short  peace
between defeat in the American Wars (1783) and what is
termed the Great French War, which started in late 1792 and
continued, with a year’s break in 1802 with the Treaty (or
Peace) of Amiens, until 1815.

The changes in the Swansea (to be renamed Cambrian) Pot-
tery, both in ownership or marketing strategy, follows the ex-
ternal economic environment and are clearly influenced by the
expectations around war and peace. Swansea itself was a major
beneficiary of the hostilities, being the centre of the copper
smelting trade. This business grew rapidly, especially after the
sloop Swallow (1770) became the first ship whose underwater
hull was totally copper fastened. In 1779 orders went out to
copper the entire Royal Naval fleet, and in 1783 orders were is-
sued that copper bolts should replace iron ones in naval ship-
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building.1 It was the copper sheathing
that gave Admiral Vernon the advantage
over the French Fleet at the Battle of the
Saints in 1782, thereby protecting the
British Sugar Islands in the Caribbean.

The Swansea Pottery under the Coles
Family: 1764-1783
The original lease for the factory, granted
in 1764, allowed William Coles, an iron-
master, to erect a manufactory for
stoneware, or saltglaze in Swansea.2

Whether William Coles was making
creamware from the start of production
(thought to be around 1767) or whether
this was brought to Wales by Ralph Ridg-

way3 around 1770, is not known (fig. 1).
The Swansea Pottery was suffering by the late 1770s be-

cause of the disruption to trade caused by the American Revo-
lution (1775-1783). By 1781 or 1782, the Ridgways involvement
in the works had come to an end - Job Ridgway, Ralph’s son,
who later established a works in Staffordshire, stated in his
own memoirs4 that he left Swansea because “trade was very
bad given the war with America”. A small number of blue
painted creamwares made at Swansea around 1782 and 1783
are known, although whether these were made under the Ridg-
way’s or a new style brought by another manager, is unknown. 

Faced with this reduction of trade, the Coles family put the
Swansea Pottery up for sale.5 Their advertisement, published
in the Morning Herald and Advertiser of 1st February 1783,
stated that the Pottery’s Wharf could cope with sizeable trading
vessels of up to 300 tons and highlights the local and European
trading links already available from Swansea: the West of Eng-
land, Ireland, Holland, France, Spain, Portugal, Sweden and
Norway. North America unsurprisingly, given the state of hos-
tilities by 1783, is conspicuous by its absence.

Figure 1. Swansea creamware inkwell and
cover, inscribed Thomas Francies Manelochog

1780. Height 7.5cm. Private collection
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For whatever reason, the Pot-
tery was not sold; perhaps be-
cause merchants needed time to
re-establish normal trade or confi-
dence in such a transaction. In-
deed, production of blue painted
creamware and pearlware in-
creased through the decade and
by 1788 a broad range of wares are
known (fig. 2).

Coles and Haynes (and Haynes
& Co), 1789-1802
By the 1790s, the Pottery (now re-
named the Cambrian Pottery) was
in a very different position.
George Haynes had bought into
(and expanded) the works around
1789 using money from Philadel-
phia; the war with America was
becoming a distant memory, and
the French conflict had not yet
begun. Haynes’s involvement, es-
pecially before 1802, had been
shrouded in mystery but recent
evidence from the United States
shows that he was living in the
Caribbean from the mid 1760’s
and living, for part of the year at
least, in Wilmington, Delaware
and in Philadelphia (where he
seemed well established by 1780).
Haynes returned to Britain in
1785.6 Haynes’s wealth was built
on shipping and sugar and his
support for the revolutionary
forces in the American War.

Haynes was born in Kingston-
upon-Thames, Surrey, in 1745.
Having left England by 1765, he
married Johanna Catharina
Ravené, whose brother Abraham7,
was commander of Fort Orange
on the Dutch Island of St. Eusta-
tius. 

Haynes was clearly well estab-
lished in America and these
links, both trade and family, were
driving factors behind his deci-
sion to buy into the Swansea
works. Haynes was selling wares
through family and other busi-
ness contacts in Philadelphia
and, where possible, was ship-
ping goods with James Crawford
who, through 1783-1789, was in
partnership with George Haynes
in a Philadelphia shipping busi-
ness, dealing in various triangu-
lar trade commodities between

Britain, Europe, the Caribbean
and America.8 The relationship
with Crawford continued after
1789 – so the Swansea potters
could avoid the middlemen and
agents used by competitors.

Whilst collectors have focused
on Swansea’s printed pottery (fig.
3), we should question whether
printed wares were the main pro-
duction of the factory during the
1790s. Swansea was an export led
factory, extremely well situated on
the west coast of Britain providing
excellent trading links with the
United States which, even after
1783, had no real indigenous pro-
duction of industrial and fine ce-
ramics until Tucker in
Philadelphia in the early nine-
teenth century. Evidence from
various United States archives
shows significant shipments of
Swansea pottery to Philadelphia
from 1790. Despite this, the au-
thor has not located one piece of
early Swansea printed pottery dat-
ing c1790-1810 in the main collec-
tions on the eastern seaboard of
America nor in the shard records
that exist in some quantity in
Philadelphia.9

It is still difficult to know what
was being sent to America before
1810. The US records provide few
insights as to the type of wares
being sent; plain creamware
would have been a staple export,
but the US market also wanted
basalts and caneware (fig. 4) and
other industrial (mocha and
dipped) wares that were being
made across Britain from at least
1792 (fig. 5).10

Haynes, Dillwyn & Co 1802-1810
By June 1802, just three months
after the Treaty of Amiens sig-
nalled peace between Britain and
France after nearly a decade of
hostility, Haynes’s freehold in the
Cambrian Pottery was assigned to
William Dillwyn; his wealth was
also derived from America, where
he was born in 1743, the grandson
of one of William Penn’s first set-
tlers (another William Dillwyn) in
the 1680s.

The Haynes and Dillwyn fam-
ilies were related through family

in Philadelphia. Both men had daughters who married into
prominent Philadelphia families (the Emlens and the
Physicks) and, when Elizabeth Emlen married Philip Syng
Physick in 1800, the link between the two families was com-
plete. It is very possible that Haynes’s desire to sell the works
in 1801 was known and discussed in Philadelphia by Haynes’s
and Dillwyn’s respective children and that William Dillwyn
was made aware of the opportunity through his daughter
there.11 It is likely that Dillwyn’s purchase was, in part, driven
by increased optimism resulting from the peace treaty with
France that year.

Examples of Swansea pottery from 1803 (fig. 6) show that
the firm was looking to be more ambitious, remodelled on “on
Mr. Wedgwood’s plan”.12 This market repositioning was made
possible by Dillwyn family money and, perhaps, reflected a
move towards London given the erosion of foreign export mar-
kets because of the ongoing hostilities with France and in-
creased tension with the United States.

The first decade of the nineteenth century was overshad-
owed by the rise of Napoleon, who proclaimed himself First
Consul and subsequently Emperor of France on 18th May 1804.
Britain had feared that Napoleon would try to invade13, remove
George III and turn Britain into a republic like France and
America; such concerns were laid to rest with Nelson’s victory
against the French Fleet at Trafalgar in October 1805.14 This
cemented Britain’s naval supremacy, effectively removing the
French invasion threat (fig. 7).

However, the euphoria surrounding Nelson’s victory at
Trafalgar, while removing the threat of Napoleon’s invasion of
Britain, did not stop the war in Europe. Napoleon turned to
economic warfare through the Continental System15 (1806-
1812), which he argued was a partial response to the existing
British blockade of commercial ports contrary to international
law. Napoleon expected that the unfavourable trade balance
and loss of precious metals would destroy Britain’s credit,
break the Bank of England and ruin Britain’s industry. How-
ever, Britain had control of the sea and large-scale smuggling

thrived along the European coast (with U.S. privateers taking
a large part of this illegal trade). Napoleon himself issued spe-
cial licenses for trade bringing in colonial goods on the pay-
ment of duties. 

The American reaction was perhaps more important for the
Cambrian Pottery. Whilst Jefferson16 regarded the balance of
power between Britain and France as being of interest to the
United States, he thought that Britain was the greater menace
following the ‘Essex’ decision of spring 1805, which ended the
practice of allowing American merchants to import goods into
the United States and then allowing them to be exported as
neutral cargo.17 Britain had followed Essex with the seizure of
a number of unsuspecting American vessels and, according to
the Americans, the impressments of their seamen.

In early 1806, Congress debated a resolution to ban all
British imports until “a satisfactory understanding was
reached with Great Britain on neutral commerce and impress-
ments”.18 Months later, Congress passed an act that would pro-
hibit the import of a list of specified British Goods, which was
to originally have commenced on November 15th 1806.

On the 22nd June 1807, the British ship Leopard fired upon
the US frigate Chesapeake, an act that “set flame to the long-
smouldering controversy over the British practice of impress-
ments”.19 In this engagement, the US Chesapeake was forced
to strike its flag and agree to be boarded by the British who car-
ried off (and probably hanged) four sailors thought to be de-
serters. 

The American people were incensed, believing that their
sovereignty and honour had been violated. By July 2nd, Jeffer-
son had ordered all British armed vessels out of American
ports. However, there were calls for greater action and war be-
tween Britain and America was a real prospect. In response,
American merchants began recalling their ships and seamen
in advance of the expected hostilities.

By late 1807, it became clear that the British were unlikely
to meet American demands, and would probably declare war
if America pressed further.20 Instead of asking Congress for a

Figure 2. Swansea pearlware bowl, made in 1788 for the
launch of the Milford. Diameter 26.4cm. Private collection

Figure 3. Swansea pearlware cup and saucer, printed with
the Elephant and Howda pattern. c 1795. Diameter of saucer

13.7cm; height of cup 6.7cm. Private collection

Figure 4. Cane ware cream jug (part of handle lacking).
Impressed mark SWANSEA, early 1800’s. Size unknown.

Victoria & Albert Museum, London

Figure 5. Swansea pearlware jug, decorated
with shredded clay and simple sepia
decoration. 1798-1802. Height 17.5cm approx. 
Private collection 

Figure 6. Swansea whiteware plate, decorated
by Thomas Pardoe in sepia with a view of
St. Vincents Rocks and the Hot Wells at Bristol.
1803-1806. Diameter 19.7cm. Private collection

Figure 7. Swansea pearlware jug, painted
by Thomas Pardoe, inscribed Nelson &
Victory, Trafalgar, OctR 20TH 1805. 
Height 18.5cm approx. Private collection
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declaration of War, Jefferson asked that the 1806 Embargo Act
be implemented.21 The US Congress passed the Embargo Act
on December 22nd 1807. This act forbade all international
trade to and from American ports in an attempt to persuade
Britain and France of the value and rights of neutral com-
merce. In January 1808, the prohibition was extended to the
inland waters and land commerce
in an attempt to hit trade with
Canada.22

The Cambrian Warehouse
It was against this background (or,
indeed, in reaction to it given the
loss of export markets), that Lewis
Weston Dillwyn (William’s son
and co-manager of the Cambrian
Pottery) and George Haynes (who
remained at the Pottery until
1809/1810 under the terms of the
1802 sale agreement) decided to
open The Cambrian Company (or
Cambrian Warehouse) at 64, Fleet
Street, London. The location was
good for selling new ceramics.
Fleet Street was an important
commercial centre - to the East,
Fleet Street joins St Paul’s and St
Paul’s Churchyard, then a well-es-
tablished centre for ceramic retail-
ers; and to the West, it joins the
Strand, which, between 1800-
1830, could boast the largest con-
centration of china dealers in
London.

There are no contemporary
drawings or plans of the Cam-
brian Company Warehouse show-
ing 64 Fleet Street around 1806.
However, various later nineteenth century views (fig. 8) show
a six storey eighteenth century building, comprising five visible
floors.

By December 1807, probably because of the poor levels of
trade, Lewis Weston Dillwyn and George Haynes had decided
to close the Warehouse; on the 18 December 1807, they adver-
tised in the Cambrian Newspaper (also owned by George
Haynes) at Swansea that there was a sale at the premises and
that the lease of the premises being advertised for sale on 18
December 1807.23

By February 1808, the Swansea Potter’s had instructed
Christie’s to sell the remaining contents of the Warehouse. The
Cambrian Company sales took place across eight days in Feb-
ruary (23rd - 25th), March (16th-17th) and April (21st-23rd). 

In total, the Cambrian Company sales included 1,034 lots24,
comprising over 14,000 pieces, similar in scale in scale to the

Christies and Ansell sales for Wedgwood & Bentley in 1781
which comprised 1,200 lots.25

Christie’s advertisement for the 1808 disposal sales, in-
cludes the following statement around the range of wares being
made by the Swansea potters for the London market, “This very
elegant assemblage will be truly worthy the attention of fash-
ionable as well as private fami-lies, as it comprises a variety of
elegant vases and ornamental vessels of new and ingenious de-
signs, and beautiful manufacture, suited for conservatories,
boudoirs &c; besides many services for the table, des-ert, and
breakfast Porcelain, British Nankin, and earthenware, Sand-
wich sets, bowls, flower-pots...”.

It is almost certain that the
rare script CAMBRIAN mark was
a retailer’s mark used for prestige
wares sold at the Cambrian Ware-
house in Fleet Street, London,
during this short (less than two
year) period. Interestingly, the
CAMBRIAN mark is also found on
two pieces of porcelain, which
would have either been manufac-
tured or decorated in Swansea,
nearly a decade before William
Billingley arrived in Swansea to
make such wares in 1814. 

Services made up the majority
of the pieces sold over the eight
days of Christie’s sales. Various
types were available, including
Dessert Sets, Table or Dinner
Services, Sandwich and Supper
sets and, more infrequently, Tea,
Coffee and Breakfast sets, includ-
ing some items available sepa-
rately, including Eggcups and
Honey Pots (fig. 9 & 10).

Various items made for the
Boudoir were also available.
These include a range of rarer and
now desirable shapes, such as Dé-
jeuner Service, Broth Basins,
Chamber sets and Lavender Bot-
tles. Jugs, Goblets, Tumblers,

Mugs, Cabinet Cups also feature.
For ornamental wares, the Warehouse sold Candlesticks,

Vases, Chimney Ornaments, Urns, Flower Stands, Lamps, &
Pots of various descriptions, including essence jars supported
by three dolphins, all of which would have originally had a
pierced covers. These vases held pot-pourri, a liquid deriving
its odour from decomposing flower petals and herbs, as the

Figure 8. The site of the Cambrian Warehouse at 64, Fleet Street,
London, shown later in the nineteenth century when the building
was used as a General Railway Office and Inn. From Annals of Fleet
Street, by E. Beresford Chancellor, Chapman & Hall Ltd., London
1912, opposite page 289. Photo copyright Jonathan Gray

Figure 9. A segment from a supper service, painted with a Civet by
Thomas Pardoe. Marked SWANSEA impressed, to cover, c1805.
Diameter at longest point 31.5cm. London Warehouse type. Private
collection

Figure 10. A Swansea pearlware card candlestick, decorated in
yellow, brown and gilding. Marked SWANSEA impressed, c1805.
Height 6.2cm. London Warehouse type. Private collection



1803-1806 when William Weston Young was employed at the
Pottery. Certainly, the finer forms of decoration can be attrib-
uted to their hands, although the scale of the enterprise meant
that other painters must have been employed. Here, Christie’s
record wares that are beautifully painted; decorated with land-
scapes, shells, flowers (fig 12), and various forms of superb dec-
oration on pearlware, including the Welsh Bard. 
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Figure 11. A Swansea whiteware essence vase, modelled as three
dolphins supporting a bowl. Replacement wooden cover. Marked
SWANSEA impressed, c1805. Height (excluding cover) 12.2cm.
London Warehouse type. Private collection

Figure 12. A Swansea pearlware botanical desert service tureen and
cover, painted with botanical specimens by Thomas Pardoe. Marked
SWANSEA impressed to cover. Height 18.5cm approx. London
Warehouse type. Private collection

word pourri (rotten) suggests (fig. 11).
Various forms of decoration were employed. In addition to

white or unglazed wares, the most frequent was Lustre, of var-
ious types, blue patterns, various borders and ground colours
and painted wares. 

Much of the painted decoration on Swansea Pottery made
about 1805 is attributed to two men, Thomas Pardoe and
William Weston Young, whose careers at Swansea overlapped
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Author’s Notes

The American research was initially funded by a generous grant from the
American Ceramic Circle. The paper was published in their transactions
XIV, 2007. All images copyright of the
Author, except fig. 4 which is shown
courtesy of Hilary Young at the
Victoria & Albert Museum.

The Cambrian Warehouse comments
have been taken from my
forthcoming book, expected late
2010. 
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Notes

1 “Copper sheathing”, The Oxford
Companion to Ships and the
Sea, Oxford University Press.
2006.

2 Illustrated and discussed in Gray (Ed.) Welsh Ceramics In Context,
Part I, RISW 2003, chapter 2, pages 18-20.

3 For more information on the Ridgways in Swansea, see Jonathan
Gray’s “The Ridgways in Swansea, ECC Transactions Vol 17 Part 3,
pages 413-419.

4 See Geoffrey Godden’s Ridgway Porcelain, Antique Collectors Club,
2nd Edition, pages 13-14).

5 See Jonathan Gray’s “The Ridgways in Swansea, ECC Transactions
Vol 17 Part 3, plate 9 and  Jonathan Gray (Ed.) Welsh Ceramics In
Context, Part I, RISW 2003, plate 2.14. 

6 See American Ceramic Circle Journal, Volume XVI (2007), for
Jonathan Gray “An American and American Trader in Wales: Fresh
insights into the Cambrian Pottery, Swansea 1789-1810”. 

7 Abraham fired the salute to the Andrew Doria in 1776, which was the
first act by a foreign power (the Dutch) that recognised the
independence of the United States.

8 George Haynes was a partner with James Crawford. They appear in
MacPherson’s Directory of Philadelphia published on the 1st
October 1785 records a Haynes and Crawford Merchant, 973 Front-
Street. 

9 See American Ceramic Circle
Journal, Volume XVI (2007), for
Jonathan Gray “An American and
American Trader in Wales: Fresh
insights into the Cambrian
Pottery, Swansea 1789-1810” for
more detailed references. The
main archive source is the
National Records & Archives
Administration (NARA),
Philadelphia, National Archives
Records Group 36, references
565068 and 572811. 

10 See Jonathan Rickard, Mocha
and related dipped wares, 1770-
1939, page 8-13, published by the
University Press of New England
in association with Historic
Eastfield Foundation, East
Nassau 2006.

11 See American Ceramic Circle
Journal, Volume XVI (2007), for
Jonathan Gray “An American and
American Trader in Wales: Fresh
insights into the Cambrian
Pottery, Swansea 1789-1810” for
more detailed references. William
Dillwyn letters are owned by the
Library Company of
Philadelphia, call reference Yi2
7304. They are held at the
Historical Society of
Pennsylvania. 

12 See Gaye Blake Roberts, Swansea
and Wedgwood, in Gray (Ed.)
Welsh Ceramics In Context, Part
I, RISW 2003, chapter 5, pages
75-98.

13 France, at this stage, had a
population about twice the size of
Britain’s. As such, they were a
powerful military force.

14 See David Drakard, Printed
English Pottery, Horne
Publications, London, 1992,
Chapter 12.

15 www.bartleby.com/65/be/ BerlinDe.html, 20th August 2002.

16 The historical aspects of this section have been adapted from Nobel E
Cunningham, Jr. In Pursuit of Reason”, The Life of Thomas
Jefferson, pages 282-321.

17 “What an awful spectacle does the world exhibit at this instant, one
man bestriding the continent of Europe like a Colossus, and another
roaming unbridled on the ocean. But even this is better than that one
should rule both element”. Thomas Jefferson, January 1806.

18 Nobel E Cunningham, Jr. Op cit., page 284.

The ‘Dark Ages’ of the Swansea Pottery
By 1809, the year after the closure of the London Warehouse,
Thomas Pardoe left Swansea to establish his own decorating
studio in Bristol, where he decorated Coalport and Stafford-
shire blanks (fig. 13) and advertised making up stained glass.
Perhaps the period between 1809 and 1814, when porcelain
was introduced under Billingsley, is the ‘dark ages’ of Swansea
Pottery. A limited number of the more ambitious patterns sold
at the London Warehouse were continued post 1808, but the
general output of the factory continued with printed and sim-
pler painted decoration, sometimes on yelloware (fig. 14). This
was likely to be a reflection of the economic conditions of the
period, which remained depressed. Josiah Wedgwood II, writ-
ing in 1811 about his own pottery, summed up the emotion
when he said, “The business is not worth carrying on, and if I
could withdraw my capital from it, I would tomorrow”.26

Between 1812-14, Britain was again at war with America.
This conflict would have also affected Swansea’s standard ex-
port market – the United States. The loss of this market may
have been the driver behind Lewis Weston Dillwyn to re-enter

the London market with Swansea porcelain (fig. 15), after 1814.
Interestingly, rather than establish their own Warehouse, as
they had done less than a decade before, Lewis Weston Dillwyn
sold finished porcelain wares through prominent London Chi-
namen and provided a relatively small quantity of undecorated
blanks for decoration. This strategy is likely to reflect both the
market conditions in the second decade of the ninetieth cen-
tury with London retailers wanting blanks of specific shapes,
but also a deliberate change in strategy, given the relative eco-
nomic failure of the Fleet Street concern. However, the busi-
ness driver for selling porcelain in London in 1814 was the
same as the reason for opening the Cambrian Company in Fleet
Street just eight years before – war (this time with America)
had closed Swansea’s key export market for pottery.

The direct export of wares from Swansea to America, dis-
rupted by Jefferson’s embargo and the War of 1812 returned
when peace was restored. Also, the trade was not limited to pot-
tery. Incredibly, two porcelain jugs survive in America, with a
provenance of direct decent from Henry White Physick and
Addy Haynes Physick (George Haynes’s daughter). These jugs
(fig. 16), decorated with bat-printed shells enhanced with gild-
ing, bear the initial GH for George Haynes and HWP and AP for
his daughter and son-in-law, living in Wilmington Delaware. 

Figure 13. A Coalport cream jug, painted by Thomas Pardoe in
Bristol. Unmarked, but from a service made for Capt. Lewes, Duffryn
House in 1812. Height 14cm. Private collection

Figure 14. A Swansea yellow ware jug, decorated with simple sprays
in either brown or lustre. Unmarked. Height 11cm approx. Private
collection

Figure 15. A Swansea C-Scroll moulded Porcelain plate, decorated
with flowers by David Evans. Unmarked. Diameter 20.5cm. Private
collection
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Figure 16. Swansea porcelain jugs, inscribed GH (for George
Haynes) on one side and, separately, AP (for Adrianna Physick) and
HWP (for Henry White Physick) on the reverse. The bat-printed shell
motifs were engraved by James Brindley. Size unknown. Gift of
George Haynes to Addy and Henry White Physick c1816. Swansea
script marks to both. By descent to their present owners. Private
American collection

19 The British, not recognising expatriation, required the ability to
impress British Subjects into military service. This was a
requirement both for the army and the navy, and was essential given
that Napoleon was at the height of his power in 1807. To Americans,
the British claim to a right to decide who was a British citizen and
who to impress into service (even if they were found on an American
ship on the high seas, was a intolerable insult to American
Sovereignty). See Nobel E Cunningham, Jr. Op cit., page 295.

20 Nobel E Cunningham, Jr. Op. Cit., page 309.

21 Strum H ‘War Scare of 1808 and the Embargo’ page 1.

22 The Act was not that successful and exposed the American people to
much hardship. One of Munroe’s first acts when succeeding Jefferson
as President was to overturn the Embargo Act.

23 Swansea was not the only British ceramic factory to face difficulties
as a result of the embargo. Based on Neil Ewins research, published
in the Journal of Ceramic History, Volume 15, there was a 34%
reduction in earthenware exports from Britain between 1800, when
trade reached a high point, to 1808, when the Embargo Act of 1807
was implemented fully. The reduction in trade represented just over
9,500,000 pieces per annum, according to the Customs records held
at the National Archives at Kew.

24 The total number of lots may have been lower if any unsold items in
February and March were re-offered at the April sales held at
Christie’s premises in Pall Mall. No allowance has been made for this
possibility.

25 See Robin Reilly, Wedgwood, Published by MacMillan/Stockton
Press, Volume 1, pages 108-109. 

26 John des Fontaines, Letters from Thomas Sparks, Engraver, to
Wedgwood. Proceedings of the Wedgwood Society, number 6, 1966
page 99.


